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CHICAGO – Is Adam Green the next great horror director? There are many fans of the genre who love to make the case of the
current-and-future importance of Green, pointing to films like “Frozen,” “Spiral,” and, most of all, “Hatchet” as their evidence. To some,
including this horror junkie, the jury is still out. Watching Green’s breakthrough film, now available on Blu-ray, it’s easy to see what people
adore about Green and what he still needs to work on.

Blu-Ray Rating: 3.5/5.0

Horror fans love filmmakers who express the passion they feel for the genre and there’s no denying Adam Green’s commitment to scream
queens, slasher icons, and glorious gore. It comes through in every frame of the tale of Victor Crowley, a maniacal creation that wanders the
swamps of New Orleans looking for hapless victims to eviscerate. Co-starring Joel David Moore (“Avatar”) and featuring cameos from horror
icons Tony Todd, Robert Englund, and Kane Hodder, “Hatchet” has a singular focus — get victims into the bayou and think of interesting ways
to kill them.

When “Hatchet” gets to the “good stuff,” there’s a gleeful force to Green’s filmmaking that makes it clear that he has spent countless hours
bowing at the altar of the horror directors in whose footprints he now steps. I love that element of “Hatchet” — the old-fashioned and almost
defiantly non-intellectual approach to guts and glory. “Hatchet” is not a movie to discuss afterwards as much as it is to go “whoa, did you
believe it when THAT happened?”
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Hatchet was released on Blu-ray on September 7th, 2010

Photo credit: Anchor Bay

Having said that, the hype machine around “Hatchet” and Green in general can be a little bit self-defeating. Brad Miska is quoted on the
“Hatchet” Blu-ray as calling the film “amongst the greatest slasher flicks of all time” and Harry Knowles calls Crowley “the next icon of
horror.” I think both clearly-smart gentlemen got a little carried away in the aforementioned gleeful gore of the piece because neither statement
is true.

The story of Adam Green should be that of an up-and-coming talent not a man who is being so openly crowned as the king of the genre
without really earning it. “Hatchet” is a good horror flick but it’s far from perfect and nowhere near one of the best slasher films of all time.
Fun? Sure. Great? Not really. The performances aren’t great. The pacing isn’t great. Even the final act isn’t great. It’s a good horror movie
that features a director with great potential.

The Blu-ray release of “Hatchet” IS kind of great, especially considering Anchor Bay didn’t go the standard straight-up import route and
actually provide a new commentary for fans considering the upgrade. With the notably-improved video transfer and the new commentary track,
those who have already crowned Adam Green shouldn’t hesitate to make the switch from standard DVD to Blu-ray and even those who are as
hesitant to do so as I am should probably do the same.

Special Features:
o All-New Audio Commentary With Writer/Director Adam Green and Actor Kane Hodder
o Audio Commentary with Writer/Director Adam Green, Cinematographer Will Barratt and Actors Tamara Feldman, Joel David Moore, and
Deon Richmond
o The Making Of “Hatchet”
o Meeting Victor Crowley
o Guts And Gore
o Anatomy Of A Kill
o A Twisted Tale
o Gag Reel
o Trailer
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“Hatchet: Unrated Director’s Cut” stars Joel David Moore, Tamara Feldman, Deon Richmond, Mercedes McNab, Parry Shen, Joleigh
Fioreavanti, Joel Murray, Richard Riehle, Tony Todd, Robert Englund, and Kane Hodder. It was written and directed by Adam Green. It was
released on Blu-ray on September 7th, 2010 and is not rated.
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